
     Rod Macqueen’s Selection Process p234  

 

We put together a rigid system in the following order.  It was a model I thought 

could also be used in selecting potential employees for a company. 

1. Vision on the game – to understand the type of game we would need to play to be successful 

over the following two years. 

 

2. Skills – the type of skills that would be required by the players to achieve their vision. 

 

3. Select players for positions not positions for players. 

 

4. Succession planning  - mixing experience with potential to have a balanced team at all times. 

 

5. Combinations – establish good working combinations in key areas such as halfback and flyhalf. 

 

6. Consistency and balance – consistency in selections being important to maintain confidence 

and stability. 

 

7. Leadership qualities – seek out leaders for the various key groups within the team. 

 

8. Team ethics and work ethic – the ability to work well as a team and put the team first: ‘We not 

me’. 

The process we put in place to do this required a viewing program for every Super 

12 game which would involve: 

1. Three voting selectors and one outside person from other areas of rugby such as under 19s and 21s. 

 

2. Allocating specific domestic games to each of the above personnel.  The aim was that in groups of 

two to four, we would attend the games from each province and discuss the performance of the 

various players. 

 

3. Selecting a Test team after every round, not necessarily the form team for the week but the team we 

believed would be the strongest should we be playing a Test that week. 

 

4. Video viewing with the use of upgraded technology and also arranging one-on-one videos on 

individual players. 

 

5. Looking at statistics across all games by position and comparing our players to equivalent player 

statistics from other countries. 

 

 


